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Option 1

Call our admin team and book a

telehealth appointment with our doctor.

Our team will send you registration forms

and zoom links prior to the allocated time.

Depending on the treatment or service you are undergoing, there will be different requirements for travel. The treatment processes themselves are

similar to if you were seeing a local doctor. You will need to attend ultrasounds and blood tests in person, these can be organised at external clinics local

to you however there will be costs charged by these clinics. You will need to attend Demeter in Sydney for any surgical procedures including Ovarian

Rejuvenation procedure, egg collection or embryo transfers.

Through our partnership with Travel Lodge Hurstville, you can book last minute accommodation at a reduced rate, ask our team how this works! For

more information regarding our specific treatment options and journeys associated, please contact our clinic on 1300 899 850 or you can view our other

resources and patient journey maps at our website on demeterfertility.com/resources.

When you are ready to start cycling, call

our clinic on Day 1 of your cycle. Our team

will provide information on your next

steps.

Your doctor will send you some

information to read 1-2 weeks after your

appointment and may request you do

some blood tests. You can do these

locally to you.

You will likely require a follow up consult

with your doctor to discuss any tests

results and finalise a plan. This can be

done via telehealth.

One of our monitoring will reach out to

you to discuss your treatment plan in

detail and the steps involved in getting

started. This can be done via phone call

or zoom.

If you are undergoing our donor program,

you will be prompted to book a time in

with our donor coordinator who will call

you to discuss the process and provide

you with our donor bank information. Find

out more about our donor process here.

If you are undergoing OR, you will be in

constant contact with our monitoring

team to organise your initial surgery to be

booked in with our hospital. When this

date is confirmed, you pay with Admin

and come to Sydney!
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